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1. Which phrase (which has been around since the 16th century) in 
archery comes from the French word meaning 'white spot'? The 
phrase.
Point Blank

2. In August 2006, Elevation Partners made an investment in Forbes 
Media, the parent company of Forbes Magazine and Forbes.com. 
Which famous singer is a founding partner of Elevation Partners?
Bono (of U2). Elevation Partners is a private equity firm that invests 
in intellectual property and media and entertainment companies. 
Its founding partners include Roger McNamee, a former founding 
partner of Silver Lake Partners and Integral Capital Partners; Marc 
Bodnick, a former founding principal of Silver Lake; Fred Anderson, 
former CFO of Apple Computer; John Riccitiello, former president 
and COO of Electronic Arts; Bret Pearlman, a former senior 
managing director of the Blackstone Group; and U2 lead singer 
Bono. The company is named after U2's single 'Elevation'.

3. In 1947, this famous advertising line was written by Frances Gerety. 
Advertising Age magazine has since voted this to be the 'most 
recognisable advertising line of the twentieth century'. Name the 
tagline and the company.
'A Diamond Is Forever' (De Beers). Frances Gerety worked for the 
N.W. Ayer advertising agency.

4. Complete the following list: George Yule, Sir William Wedderburn, 
Alfred Webb, Sir Henry Cotton, Annie Besant, Nellie Sengupta, 
____________.
Sonia Gandhi. All have been president of the Indian National 
Congress and were (initially) a citizen of a foreign country.

5. Who has designed the uniform of the soldiers of guards of the 
Vatican City?
Michaelangelo. The Swiss Guard is responsible for the he security of 
the Apostolic Palace, the entrances to the Vatican City and the 
safety of the Pope.

6. Which famous song of the early 1980s was sung jointly by Gauri 
Bapat, Gurpreet Kaur and Vanita Mishra?
'Lakdi Ki Kathi' (from the movie 'Masoom')



7. John Scopes, a high school teacher in Dayton, Tennessee,was 
charged on May 25, 1925 and was subsequently arrested for 
teaching something that was prohibited in Tennessee schools. What 
was he teaching?
Charles Darwin's Theory of Evolution. The famous trial came to be 
known as the 'Scopes Monkey Trial'. It was made infamous by the 
fictionalized accounts given in the 1955 play 'Inherit the Wind', the 
1960 Hollywood motion picture and the 1965, 1988 and 1999 
television films of the same name.

8. This was Leon Trotsky's last testament, while in exile in Mexico, 
expecting to die shortly from high blood pressure: 
"Natasha (his wife) has just come up to the window from the 
courtyard and opened it wider so that the air may enter more freely 
into my room. I can see the bright green strip of grass beneath the 
wall, and the clear blue sky above the wall, sunlight everywhere, 
and ____ __ __________. Let the future generations cleanse it of all 
evil, oppression and violence, and enjoy it to the full." 
Fill in the blanks with a phrase, which later became the title of a 
very famous movie.
Life Is Beautiful

9. '10/2', a clothing line from Nike launched in October 2002 was 
dedicated to which sports-person who was diagnosed with cancer?
Lance Armstrong. The line is named after the date that Armstrong 
was diagnosed with testicular cancer, which, despite spreading 
throughout his body, resulted in an amazing recovery and 
subsequent unprecedented seven consecutive tour victories. '10/2' 
represents the day October 2, 1996 when Armstrong was 
diagnosed with cancer. As he said, "The day it all changed. The day 
I learned to take charge of my life."

10. In 2002, which fictional character was inducted as an honorary 
fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry?
Sherlock Holmes

11. This German tax collector, aware of the unpopularity of his job, 
developed something for his protection which would be the perfect 
combination of strength, loyalty, intelligence, and ferocity. What did 
he create / develop?
Doberman (breed of dog). Louis Doberman frequently  travelled 
through many bandit-infested areas, and needed protection to 
guard himself in any situation that might arise.

12. Which famous author wrote the screenplay for the James Bond film 
'You Only Live Twice'?
Roald Dahl
 



13. Apart from the usual prayer services, the bells of the church in 
Maranello, a small town in Italy, are rung sometimes for a specific 
reason. When?
Whenever Ferrari wins a Formula 1 Race. It was birth place of Enzo 
Ferrari.

14. King John of England signed the 'Anagram Act' in 1215. How do we 
better know this incident?
The (signing of the) Magna Carta. 'Anagram Act' is an anagram of 
'Magna Carta'.

15. In the 1773 Boston Tea Party incident, which company owned the 
tea which the American revolutionaries threw overboard?
British East India Company

16. The upper part of a sword blade is called 'foible' (French for 
'weak'). What is the lower part of the sword which is stronger 
called?
Forte

17. What is the name of the 'divine wind' that saved Japan by 
destroying the fleet of invading Mongols in 1281?
Kamikaze

18. Which famous duo gets its name from the chief characters in 
Pierce Egan's Life in London (1821)?
Tom & Jerry

19. Born Nilanjana Sudeshna in 1967, she was given her present name 
by a teacher at school who found it difficult to pronounce her name. 
Sooni Taraporevala wrote the screenplay for the movie based on 
her début novel. Who am I referring to?
Jhumpa Lahiri. Her début novel was 'The Namesake'. 'The 
Namesake' movie was released in March 2007; directed by Mira 
Nair. The movie stars Kal Penn as the young protagonist Gogol, and 
features Bollywood stars Tabu and Irfan Khan. Lahiri herself is an 
extra in the film.

20. Initially titled The Poet, it shows Dante at the Gates of Hell. How do 
we better know this?
'The Thinker', a monumental sculptural work by the French artist 
Auguste Rodin. It depicts a scene from 'The Inferno', the first 
section of 'The Divine Comedy' by Dante Alighieri, widely 
considered as the central epic poem of Italian literature, and seen 
as one of the greatest works of world literature.
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